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Check the fishes that you find.

___ Atlantic spadefish
___ Black drum
___ Blue crab
___ Bonnethead shark
___ Cobia/Ling
___ Crevalle jack
___ Eel
___ Florida pompano
___ Flounder
___ Gray snapper
___ Hardhead catfish
___ Hermit crab

___ Lightning whelk
___ Queensland grouper
___ Red drum
___ Red snapper
___ Rock hind
___ Scorpionfish
___ Sea anemone
___ Sea robin
___ Snook
___ Spotted seatrout
___ Tarpon
___ Tripletail

Fill in the blank (Answers on the back).

1. I have big, strong claws that can crush your finger. What am I?
   __________  __________

2. A ______________________ has an easy time catching his lunch.
   When he floats on his side, he looks like a log or a leaf floating in
   the water, and other fish are not afraid of him.

3. I have tentacles that allow me to catch food, and I feel soft and
   sticky. What am I?
   _____________________

4. I have big silver scales and can swim as fast as lightning.
   What am I?
   ____________________

5. I have lots of spots on my back, and I am a type of trout.
   What am I?
   _________________________________________

6. I am as flat as a pancake on the tank floor, hiding from all my
   tank mates. What am I?
   __________________________________________

7. I have whiskers like a cat, which I use to feel the ground, looking
   for something I can eat. What am I?
   __________________________________________

8. I hide in the rocks, and my skin is really a blue-gray color under
   my green slimy coating. What am I?
   __________________________________________

9. You can tell male and female _________________ apart because
   the girls have red tips on their claws and the boys don’t!

10. _________________ carry their homes on their backs.

11. The _________________ has a spot on its tail called a false eye.

Help Mr. Stingray find his fishy friend.
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